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QUICKLY CREATE AND EDIT MEANINGFUL REPORTS 
AND DASHBOARDS USING CALABRIO WFM

Introducing Data Explorer 
for the New Calabrio WFM

Introducing Data Explorer
Data Explorer enables you to customize your reporting with key metrics that mean the most to your contact center. WFM reports 

and dashboards can be created so that you have access to all of the information and up-to-date data that was previously difficult to 

obtain and combine. 

As part of the full Calabrio ONE suite, Data Explorer provides blended, non-siloed reporting that enables you to seamlessly combine 

information from across the Calabrio ONE suite – Quality Management (QM), Workforce Management (WFM) & Analytics data. 

This intuitive, self-service tool enables you to visualize your data in actionable and meaningful ways using reports and dashboards.

More Than WFM
CHALLENGES OF THE NEW ERA

According to research by McKinsey only 37% organizations feel they use analytics and reporting to create value.  

Data Explorer (DX) allows your organization to leverage your employee and customer data to create value and 

improve decision making. The suite-wide business intelligence and custom reporting tool that comes with the 

Calabrio ONE suite is now available for the new Calabrio WFM. 

http://www.calabrio.com
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Data Explorer Includes:
• Homepage Dashboards 

This is the starting point for your customer service employees when 
they log into Calabrio ONE. Users can get a quick overview of the 
data that matters to them as soon as they log in. They can have one 
or more dashboards linked as their Homepage. Here’s an example of 
the Agent Profile Dashboard:

• Data Explorer Page 
Accessible from the main Calabrio ONE navigation bar, this is where  
users can create, access and share their own reports and dashboards  
and also those that are shared with them. Within the Data Explorer 
page, users will find:

• The Report Designer — where you can build new reports and 
visualizations (charts/graphs) using the intuitive Question  
Panel query interface

• The Dashboard Designer — a powerful tool that provides you 
with a simple interface to combine reports and other content in 
a single dashboard for maximum efficiency.
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Unlock the Power of Your Data
Pre-built Dashboards and Reports — provide valuable insights 

into your Calabrio ONE data on day one.

Enterprise KPIs — Allows you to manage performance against 

business objectives instead of simply tracking metrics. Centrally 

manage KPIs for the entire enterprise and create KPI-driven 

reports and dashboards by group, team, and service queue. 

Customers can leverage prebuilt KPI reports — or build their 

own from scratch.

http://www.calabrio.com


Calabrio is the customer experience intelligence company that empowers organizations to enrich human interactions. The scalability of our cloud platform allows for 
quick deployment of remote work models — and it gives our customers precise control over both operating costs and customer satisfaction levels. Our AI-driven analytics 
tools make it easy for contact centers to uncover customer sentiment and share compelling insights with other parts of the organization. Customers choose Calabrio 
because we understand their needs and provide a best-in-class experience, from implementation to ongoing support.
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How can Data Explorer 
improve your organization’s 
reporting capabilities?
SEE WHAT CURRENT CUSTOMERS ARE  
SAYING ABOUT DATA EXPLORER

“The user does not have to run 
multiple reports or go to many 
screens to get to the level of 
detail they need.”  

— Cummins

“Love the gauges, they are super 
easy to set up and provide good 
info at a glance.”  

— Credit Union of Colorado

Easy to Use

“The customized 
dashboards provide a 
complete picture of 
performance allowing 
management to see 
the areas of strength 
and weakness.”  

— Grand Canyon University

“It helps separate 
the agents who are 
going lower than 
the rest, coaching 
opportunities  
are clearer.”  

— Credit Union of Colorado

“Data Explorer are 
great for giving us 
how the agents are 
doing on adherence.”  

— Sonova

Better Agent Performance Insights

“You can highlight 
those metrics that 
are considered ‘most 
important’ to your 
organization and 
change them up from 
month to month.”  

— Grand Canyon University

“We like the easy 
interpretation of 
information. And  
the customization.”  

—Northwestern Medicine

“This is a great tool 
for leaders. It helps 
us run our business.”  

— Consumer Cellular

Improved Decision Making


